Fuse - CCTV / digital recorder integration

trio
Overview of digital recorder, matrix and general CCTV integration
options
Through the use of the Fuse virtual control room software, a Fuse access control system can
provide a cost effective solution for applications that require the graphical display of alarm
events and integration of these events with a CCTV matrix or digital video recorder. Two levels of
integration available.

Stage 1
Integration allows the system to be configured to trigger an automated response from the CCTV
system when an alarm incident or ‘flagged’ event occurs. Using the virtual control room GUI,
operators can be presented with ‘live’ or pre-alarm video on the graphical alarm display screen, or
on the primary CCTV display.
Using the virtual control room software, operators can configure annotated maps of the site for
alarm display purposes. Once created, site maps can be populated with various equipment Icons
(such as CCTV cameras) for alarm enunciation. Activation of on screen icons (mouse click or
touch screen) allow the operator to control external devices such as calling up an individual CCTV
image, operating Intercoms etc. In this manner a virtual security console is created on screen,
allowing intuitive control over remotely located equipment, whilst at the same time, graphical
indication of the current status of alarm sources.

Stage 2
Integration embeds the process of access control system alarm / event reporting with the archived
video footage. Users can create historical transaction reports in the normal way and then by
clicking on the “Get CCTV” button, play related video clips directly from the history search
screen (as opposed to duplicating the same search criteria in the DVR system software). Directly
accessing the video management system from the familiar search environment of the Fuse
software provides the opportunity to pro-actively address suspected unauthorised access as well
as providing supporting evidence to the accuracy of the reported information.

Specify with:
• Fuse Software
• All reader types
• All controller types
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